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harpoon-lines cut out of sealskin: at one extremity of these la^t
was a barbed head made of bone; this head, when in use, fits into
the extremity of a long wooden shaft, to which it is then attached
by the leather thong. The possessions included an adze-like
tool for making canoes, the use of which was demonstrated, and
resembled that of a plane; also an awl about 2 inches long, m
form like a dumb-bell, with a protruding spike at one end. There
were small pots made of birch bark for baling the boats, and some
European axes. We did not see any form of cooking utensil.
When all the objects, including the sealskin coverings of the huts,
had been stowed in the canoes, the company all embarked and
rowed off towards the open sea.
On leaving Charrua and returning to the main channel we
obtained magnificent views of the Andes.   Penguin Inlet leading
inland opened up a marvellous panorama of snowy peaks, which
can be visible only on a clear day such as we were fortunate
in possessing ; this range received at least one vote, in the final
comparing of notes, as to the most beautiful thing seen between
Punta Arenas and the Gulf of Peiias,   A white line across the
water showed where the ice terminated, while small pieces which
reached the main channel, looked, as they floated past us, Ifte
stray waterlilies on the surface of the sea,, We anchored at
Ring Dove Inlet, and went on next day through Chasm Reach,
where the channel is only from five hundred to a thousand
yards in width.   Our expectations, which had been greatly
raised, were on the whole disappointed, but here again no
doubt it was a question of lighting; the usually gloomy gorge
was illuminated with the full radiance of the summer sun, leaving
nothing to the imagination.
Chasm Reach leads into Indian Reach, in which sea, mountain,
and ^sky formed a perfect harmony in varying shades of blue,
with touches of white from high snow-clad peaks. Suddenly,
in the middle of this.vi$ta, as if made to fit into the.scene, ap-
peared a dark Indian canoe with its living freight, evidently
making for the vessel. We stopped the engine, threw them a
Hue, and towed them to our anchorage in Eden Harbour, .The.
weather had suddenly becomemach warmer, and the thermometer
in the saloon had now risen tp the comfortable but scarcely ex-
of 64°; the crew of the canoe, however, were:so
tWheat that they spent the time pouring

